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Thirty years ago, the small playground created on five vacant, rubble-strewn rowhouse lots in Northern Liberties
unified neighbors eager for a community gathering space, recalled Irene Range.

"For the kids - even for the grown-ups, too - it was a nice place to go," said Range, 78, whose four children,
grandchildren and visiting great-grandchildren have played at the tot lot tucked between the 800 blocks of North
Lawrence and Orkney Streets.

What a difference six years - and a 300 percent increase in property values - can make.

With Center City's real estate boom lifting the prices in most adjacent neighborhoods, those residents are learning
that the appreciation that has made their rowhouses worth six figures is making it difficult to save the special touches
that made their communities attractive in the first place.

Situations like this are a reason that urban-design expert William R. Becker says Philadelphia is at a crossroads.

It will take some conscious decision-making to shield from development pressure neighborhood open space, public
parks, and public access to the coveted Delaware and Schuylkill waterfronts.

Philadelphia has "one chance to get it right," Becker said. "And I'd hate to see that chance squandered."

It's a theme that runs through most neighborhoods in and around Center City.

In Chinatown, long pushed and pulled by major urban-renewal projects like Independence Mall, the Vine Street
Expressway, and the Gallery at Market East, merchants complain that restaurants and businesses will be hurt by
developers building on what are now parking lots. Activists, meanwhile, worry that increasing property values threaten
Chinatown's future as a destination for cash-strapped Asian immigrants.

Artists, who once populated old factories on Cherry Street between Broad and 13th Streets, are being squeezed out
by expansion of the Convention Center - with most nearby buildings already bought by developers and too expensive.

A block of 19th-century storefronts on 18th Street near Rittenhouse Square known as "Rindelaub's Row" is likely
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to be razed to make way for a 33-story luxury condominium tower.

And quirky neighborhood institutions such as the General Store near Rittenhouse Square go out of business, unable
to compete with giant national retailers now entering the long-shunned Philadelphia market.

Even buildings not immediately facing demolition for new construction are often held onto - and ignored - by
speculators waiting for that big offer.

"Demolition by neglect," says Rittenhouse Square lawyer and preservationist William N. Binderman.

Nowhere is the trend more magnified than Northern Liberties. The once-industrial neighborhood was dotted with
makeshift playgrounds and community gardens built on abandoned land long ago seized by the city for unpaid taxes.

But now those lots have caught the eye of real estate speculators eager to cash in on rising sale prices. The median
single-family home in Northern Liberties went for $174,000 last year, according to the Center City District. And
condos - most new construction - had a median sale price of $269,000 - 25 percent more than a year earlier.

"The skyrocketing value of land... has made many community-oriented things difficult, if not impossible, to
accomplish," said Matt Ruben, president of the Northern Liberties Neighbors Association.

The association found itself in the middle of the tot-lot battle this summer when the playground - which never
earned official city status - wound up on a list of "surplus property."

The city wanted the land available for sale to developers. But residents wanted the playground preserved.

When one neighbor whose lot adjoined the playground offered to buy an unused slice to increase his backyard,
some reacted with anger and suspicion.

"That was one valuable piece of real estate," said City Councilman Darrell L. Clarke.

Clarke said he first imposed a moratorium on any change to the playground until there was consensus among
neighbors. He said that despite a few holdouts, he believes he has reached agreement on a compromise that will save the
playground, renovate it, and enable the neighbor to buy the sliver and get his bigger backyard.

Mitch Deighan is one Northern Liberties resident who remains bitterly opposed to Clarke's playground proposal:
"Philadelphia is selling its soul."

Contact staff writer Joseph A. Slobodzian at 215-854-2985 or jslobodzian@phillynews.com.
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